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Geopolitical tensions: is it
time to take cover in risk

assets?

Over the past weeks, the attention of financial markets and the international community at large

has been consumed by geopolitics. While the epicentre of tensions lies along the Russia-

Ukraine border, the implications of any potential conflict reverberate around the world, with

North America and the EU inextricably linked to ongoing events.

The news flow has been hot and cold making it difficult to deduce what is truly at play beneath

the headlines. The threat of an invasion of Ukraine has dominated news wires since Russia

amassed some 190,000 troops along the border with its neighbour. However, last week,

President Putin said that Russia was ready to hold “dialogue” and last Tuesday, Russia said that

some personnel stationed near the Ukraine border were beginning to return to their bases.

However, by Thursday, US President Biden was warning that Russia was on the brink of invading

Ukraine within “several days” and on Friday it was reported that Russia was about to begin

conducting nuclear tests. Over the weekend, Belarus announced that some 30,000 Russian
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troops participating in joint drills would stay in the country indefinitely. Already scuffles have

broken out in the Donbas region and a new ceasefire hasn’t been fully re-established. On

Monday, the Russian army claimed it had killed five Ukrainian troops who crossed into Russia

and then in the evening, Putin signed decrees pronouncing the sovereignty of the rebel-held

Donetsk and Luhansk territories in the east. Russia then directed its military across the border

and into these zones; a move which Russia said was “peacekeeping”, but one that the West

viewed as escalation and a precursor for a full invasion. This prompted the US to impose some

limited sanctions with more expected Tuesday. The UK is also due to unveil its own punitive

measures.

The US has warned that Russia is engaging in false flag activities which it could use as a pretext

for an invasion of Ukraine, while British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said that Russia was

planning "the biggest war in Europe since 1945".

The week ahead is set to be paramount with Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov and US Secretary

of State Blinken due to meet. Over the weekend, French President Macron held phone calls with

President Putin and brokered a summit between Biden and Putin which may take place later

this week once Lavrov and Blinken have laid the groundwork. White House officials confirmed

the summit and said that Biden accepted the meeting “in principle” but insisted that it would

occur only under the condition that Russia does not invade Ukraine. It is yet to be seen how the

latest developments affect these plans.

PUBLIC POSTURING

In the past, such discussions would have taken place behind closed doors, out of the public eye,

while military intelligence was distributed on a “need to know” basis. In a sign of the times, much

of the current situation has been hashed out in the public domain, in fitting with a new era of

abundant information and a race to control the narrative. This public war of words makes it very

difficult to infer what is actually going on and it also brings about a whole new level of

brinkmanship. One broadcasted slip of the tongue could have extreme consequences. We can

only hope that a peaceful, diplomatic solution is found.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING

As of late, markets have been moving to a beat dictated by the drums of war. When more

benign news is released and the drums grow fainter, risk assets make a comeback. When more

ominous news emerges, we have seen textbook risk-off positioning with equities selling off and

safe havens strengthening. With new updates daily from various stakeholders, the situation is

very fluid and market volatility sits around year-to-date highs.

Should the worst case scenario play out and the situation deteriorate, there are some asset

classes that would be directly in the firing line. 
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With Russia being the world’s second-largest crude oil producer, the first is naturally oil. UK

Prime Minister Boris Johnson has already warned about the precariousness of "the drip feed of

Russian hydrocarbons that is keeping so many European economies going". Until now,

optimism around an Iranian nuclear deal (which could ultimately see the US list sanctions on

the country’s crude exports) has capped upside price momentum. However, President Biden

has been quite clear that the US will defend Ukraine. This could mean economic sanctions on

Russia, which in turn would likely have implications for its ability/ willingness to export energy. If

this was to come to fruition, we could expect oil to breach $100 per barrel; a price level that

would have significant implications for inflation prints and growth in most major regions. Of

course, this is for now a hypothetical scenario. 

Then there is natural gas, touted as the “bridge fuel” in reducing reliance on fossil fuels. Western

Europe leans heavily on Russia for natural gas supplies which are sent through several main

pipelines such as the Nord Stream, the Yamal-Europe and the Brotherhood (Russia accounted

for around 40% of extra-EU imports of natural gas in 2020). The gas is collected in regional

storage hubs  and then distributed across the continent. A second Nord Stream pipeline has

been built between Russia and Germany - but there are hints that its approval (already a bone

of contention with the US) could be denied if conflict intensifies. Over the past months, energy

prices have spiked across Europe due to a whole host of factors, helping inflation in the

Eurozone rally to 5.1% in January, a level unseen since the currency union was created (the

energy component of the inflation basket rose by a record 28.6% year-on-year).

Performance of selected global stock indexes, bond ETFs, currencies and commodities (USD,

YTD, %)

Source: WSJ, 21st February 2022, BIL

With rising food costs already squeezing household budgets, then comes concerns about wheat

prices under any eventual conflict. Russia is the world’s top wheat exporter while Ukraine is

often referred to as the breadbasket of Europe; it is also an important exporter of corn. These

commodities are shipped from ports in the Black Sea which could face disruptions if military
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action was to commence or if sanctions were enacted. This in turn risks stoking already-high

food inflation (growth in the cost of unprocessed food accelerated to 5.2% in the eurozone in

January).

Source: OEC, BIL

Should we see diplomacy attempts turn pear-shaped, we would expect to see typical safe haven

assets outperform: namely gold and the US dollar. Equities and other risk assets would likely fall

into the red. However, it is worth noting that over a thirty-year timespan, equity sell-offs

catalysed by geopolitical events such as terrorist attacks or wars have often gone on to

demonstrate relatively quick recoveries, highlighting the fact that the market is not very good at

pricing in geopolitical risk. For now, while there is so much headline noise, we prefer to keep our

focus on long-term market drivers such as central bank policies and economic growth (which is

still there for the time being): Betting on political outcomes is more akin to gambling at this

stage.

As such, we have thus far refrained from the urge to hunker down in safe haven assets and

have kept our current positioning with an equity overweight centred around sectors such as

Energy (a sector that benefits from strong revisions), Materials (which still stands to benefit from

higher commodity prices) and Financials (which benefit from higher interest rates and inflation).

Our overweight on Healthcare, a more defensive play, adds ballast when volatility picks up. We

also maintain our positive view on the US dollar which in any case is receiving a leg-up on

prospects of tighter monetary policy from the Fed. We keep this positioning in the hope that

world leaders do not forget or become complacent about the horrors of war, something

Anthony Doerr the writer describes as “a bazaar where lives are traded like any other

commodity: chocolate or bullets or parachute silk”. Let’s hope our leaders can work together to

find a diplomatic and peaceful solution in the knowledge that amplifying this conflict would

represent a worst case scenario for all parties.
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